
ATS Logistics Services, Inc., is a full-service transportation brokerage and wholly-owned subsidiary of Anderson Trucking Service, Inc.

You’re ready to optimize your supply chain by adding a 

transportation broker to your network. Finding the right one 

out of a pool of 15,000 can be the tricky part, so it’s important 

to understand how they will handle your shipment. 

ATS Logistics has a carrier selection process 

to ensure you get the service you expect.

Capacity with confidence

Present load to extended carrier network
There’s no need to test drive a new carrier. 

After three decades with brokerage authority 

— we have a history with tens of thousands 

of carriers. We’ll reference historic data, a 

5-Star carrier scale and insights from our past 

experiences to ensure we find the right truck 

for the job.
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Better process, better service
Our selection process reduces the risk of 
transportation issues, giving you peace of
mind that you’ve chosen the best transportation 
partner in the industry.

Load offered to Anderson Trucking 
Service (ATS) capacity
With direct access to nearly 3,000 trucks 

and more than 7,000 ATS company-owned 

trailers — ATS Logistics works to match 

each load with a truck from our family of 

companies.
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Our capacity reach continues
Getting your freight moved is our 

number one priority.  When needed 

we will leverage top industry 

tools to find carriers outside of 

our network. Using a dedicated 

in-house compliance team — we’ll 

thoroughly vet each carrier to certify 

they can deliver.

COMPLIANT 4
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Contact a preferred carrier
If an ATS truck is 

unavailable, ATS Logistics 

works with one of our top-

tier preferred carriers. Your 

freight will be moved with 

trusted carriers who have the track records to get 

the job done right. This capacity is managed through 

proprietary software that gives ATS Logistics visibility 

to trucks that other brokers don’t have. 
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